
 

 
 

Meaningful work, in a values based organisation 
 

Leak Detection and Advanced Building Drying Technician  
Bracknell 

 
You’re good at working on your own, taking responsibility, able to make your own 
decisions. You love being out on the road, going to work in a different home or 
business each day. You’re comfortable communicating with people of all types from 
the vulnerable to the very wealthy. You know you would be willing to work out of 
hours on an emergency incident. You like practical work and experience real 
satisfaction when you get things done!  
 
You like listening to customers while they explain their needs, know how to raise your 
colleagues mood on those tough days, welcome appreciation and thanks, get 
pleasure from puzzling out a solution to complex customer requirements. You're 
known for getting a lot achieved, quicker, more productive than the average. 
 
Richfords Fire and Flood work in a “hidden” sector, not known to many. We’re in the 
business of Giving People Their Lives Back after unexpected property damage. 
Based in Redruth we service the whole country through our depots. Well established 
and respected, we are a values based organisation.  As important as the skills you 
bring is that your values closely match our values. 
 
We have a vacancy at our Bracknell depot for a Leak Detection and Advanced 
Building Drying Technician, locating leaks within buildings, and running drying 
projects in those properties. You will either need to be familiar with working with leak 
detection technologies, or be confident that you can quickly learn. It could be helpful 
if you have plumber’s trade skills. Experience of building drying would also be an 
advantage, or the ability to quickly learn these skills.  
 
We are entering a further expansion phase and have this opportunity at our Bracknell 
depot. If you are attracted to the description above then we could have a great job for 
you!!  
 
Please get in touch. Email recruitment@richfords.com. We’d very much like to hear 
from you.  
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